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skowheganBOX no.2
Sreshta Rit Premnath (A '09)

skowheganBOX no.2 – the second edition of Skowhegan's limited edition print box set – contains work by Lucas Blalock, 
Brian Bress, John Houck, and Letha Wilson. This group of young American photographers has become identified with a 
larger movement that self reflexively considers the problems of photographic representation. 

The impulse to expose a photograph's objecthood is a riposte to the fundamental nature of photography as described 
by the philosopher Vilém Flusser. He claims that photographs: “are difficult to decode, for a strange reason. To all 
appearances, they do not have to be decoded since their significance is automatically reflected on their surface.”1 The 
aphoristic rephrasing of this conundrum is found in the title of John Houck's 2012 exhibition at Kansas Gallery in New York: 
“To understand photography, you must first understand photograph."

Houck's contribution to BOX no.2 is a parametric edition of silkscreen prints that are an extension of his Aggregates 
series. Previous iterations of this project involve a grid pattern produced by a custom algorithm, which is printed, folded, 
photographed and reprinted several times. The resulting artworks confound the perceptual expectations that separate the 
photographic image from its material substrate. In this iteration, Houck uses the variable shadows produced by shifting the 
orientation of several layers of a silkscreen aggregate, resulting in images that are at once equivalent but unique.

Letha Wilson (A '09), 
Headlands Golden 
Cement Fold (2014), 
C-print, mounted on 
museum board (edition 
of 25, hand-folded),  
16 x 12 x 5/8 inches 

Brian Bress (A '07), Organizing the Physical Evidence (2014), Diptych, archival inkjet print (edition of 25), 14 x 11 inches, each   
Photo Brian Bress

1 "Vilém Flusser; Towards a Philosophy of Photography," pg. 14; Reaktion Books, 2013
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This oscillation of the photograph between 
representation and thingness continues in Brian 
Bress's double portraits. Each box contains two 
comically monstrous doppelgangers, whose 
elaborately handmade faces could be endlessly 
reconstituted. The diptych functions like two frames 
from a video, each departing from the other while 
leaving an absent, unaccounted temporal lag in 
between the frames. Furthermore, the artifice of the 
mask as a stand-in for the people it hides belies a 
further obstruction in the surface of photographic 
representation.

The photographs of Lucas Blalock stage this rupturing 
of the photographic surface through procedures of 
digital post-production gone awry. The use of the 
Photoshop stamp tool, for instance, leads to the 
creation of a photographic reality that no longer bears 
an indexical relation to the world as we know it. Blalock 
has produced an ambitious set of hand-bound books 
containing a single centerfold, unique to each BOX 
in the edition, and collectively titled “THIMGS”. An 
appropriate name in which the misplaced “M” may 
stand for the parochial spoke in the wheel that derails 
each photograph.

The reconstitution of photographs into sculpture is 
most evident in Letha Wilson's practice. Concrete 
matrices, architectural disruptions, cuts and folds 
interrupt the photographs of sublime American 
landscape. The material inlay aspires not only to 
reveal the limits of the photograph, but also to supply 
the viewer with fragments of the tactile world that 
the photograph itself elides. For her contribution 
to BOX no.2, Wilson has dipped a photograph of a 
California sunset into concrete, re-photographed the 
resulting hybrid and folded the final photo-print into an 
accordion. The artwork that results from this operation 
elicits a viewer's apprehension of a sunset, and the 
simultaneous acknowledgement of looking at looking 
at a photograph of a sunset – a recursive gesture that 
brings us back to the aporia inherent in this group of 
conceptual photographic practitioners.

skowheganBOX no.2 launched at the New York space on 
November 18, 2014. It has since been acquired by the 
Portland Museum of Art and the Whitney Museum of American 
Art. 
 
Sreshta Rit Premnath is the founder and co-editor of the 
publication Shifter. Premnath completed his MFA at Bard 
College, and attended the Whitney Independent Study 
Program in 2008.

John Houck (A '08), Variable Shadow #1 (2014), acrylic silkscreen on archival pigment 
print on 100% cotton rag, unique (series of 25 parametric prints) 17 x 12 inches  
AP1–AP4/4 pictured

Lucas Blalock (A '11), THIMGS (2014), Unique 
hardcover artist books in three sizes: 9 5/16 x 
7 7/16 x 7/16 inches; 8 7/16 x 6 10/16 x 7/16 
inches; 7 5/16 x 4 13/16 x 7/16 inches

Left: Sweater (watermelon print) (upside down) / 
Sweater, 6/25

Photos courtesy of Nat Ward, except where noted


